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valid is essential. It’s important for students to appreciate that some new information
they hear or read will be dismissed when, after evaluating its content, they verify that
it is incorrect. Nor should readers engage casually, ignoring or skimming over new 
information when overconfident that they already know what the author will present 
or assuming that a previously held understanding—one that contradicts new infor-
mation—is more accurate. 

Teachers know from experience what research has demonstrated; expository text 
structures are commonly more difficult to comprehend than narrative ones and cause
students greater difficulty (McCormick, 1999, 2003; McLaughlin, 2010). But 86 
percent of texts read by adults are informative (Parks, 2000) and 50−85 percent
of content in standardized tests is informational (Calkins, Montgomery, Santana, 
& Falk, 1998). Reading development is genre specific (Duke, 1999); proficiency 
with narrative text doesn’t ensure competence in other text formats (Hoyt, 2002). 
Considering students’ difficulties with informational text and the preponderance of 
it in their academic life—as well as later career and personal functions—it’s no won-
der that the CCSS have created a focus on developing proficiencies with that genre. 
Using graphic organizers (e.g., Venn diagram, feature matrix, T-chart) specifically 
designed to match informational text structures (i.e., description, sequence, compar-
ison, cause/effect, theory/proof ) helps students identify and recall significant details 
as well as recognize the main idea and central theme (Tompkins, 2004) as they apply
skills in visually representing knowledge. Demonstrating how to effectively read and
create visuals (charts, graphs, pictures, diagrams) like those commonly found in con-
tent texts as additional sources of information is critically important; teachers cannot 
assume that students have competence in viewing or visually representing as language 
skills (Shea, 2012). See figure 2.1. 

Text Structure Characteristics Example of Appropriate Graphic Organizer

Descriptive Information in the 
passage describes 
a particular topic 
or event or gives 
characteristics of 
something . 

Semantic Web

Main idea in the center . 

Significant details extend from the center .



 Collection The author relates 
a number of ideas 
or points . Their 
relationship, rather than 
order, is key .

Collection Organizer

• 

• 

• 

• 

Sequence Ideas or points in this 
situation are intended 
to be sequential . Order 
is important . 

Sequence Organizer

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

Cause and 
Effect

The author describes 
the reasons (causes) 
and results (effects) of a 
situation . 

Cause and Effect Organizer

Causes 

Situation

Effects 

Compare and 
Contrast

In the text, similarities 
and differences 
between two or more 
things or ideas are 
explained .

Venn Diagram

1st topic separately 2nd topic separately

Both

Theory/Proof The author identifies 
a problem, theory, or 
proposal and gives a 
solution, evidence, or 
rationale for each point 
made . 

T-Chart

Opinion Proof

Figure 2.1: Graphic organizers matched to text structures.
Source: Adapted from Shea, 2012.
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